LOUVOLITE
CORONASAFE
eliminates 99% of
coronavirus in an hour

roller | vertical | panel

HELPING TO
PROTECT
against coronavirus
roller | vertical | panel
It is essential to make areas where people
gather as safe as possible and protect against the
spread of coronavirus.
Louvolite offers an additional layer of security with
the introduction of Louvolite CoronaSafe™ treated
Carnival and Carnival Blackout fabrics.
The unique formula offers proven protection
eliminating 99% of coronavirus from the fabric's
surface within an hour. An hour! A tremendous
result when, according to the internationally
recognised medical journal, The Lancet, cloth can
retain the virus for up to 2 days.

Roller Blind

Where extra protection is needed, in hospitality,
offices, care homes, healthcare sectors, schools,
nurseries and in the home, use Louvolite
CoronaSafe™ window blinds.
Available now in a wide range of colours as light
filtering and blockout fabric, make Coronasafe
Carnival and Carnival Blackout fabric your number
one choice. Why would you use anything else?

Roller Blind

Vertical Blind

independently tested
Currently, the strain related to the pandemic poses a significant
threat to people handling it outside of high-level research
laboratories - it is therefore not available commercially for use
in public test laboratories. In this case and like other outbreaks,
such as SARS and EBOLA, the testing industry use a suitable
surrogate to represent the target strain that would have
representative results of a product's performance.
To test against coronavirus the independent testing
laboratory uses feline coronavirus as a surrogate organism, as
it poses no risk to staff and shares a strong family design to the
outbreak strain with only small differences in RNA. It's currently
used in other EN methodologies and has been tested in ring
trials, proving to provide reliable and repeatable results.
This allows the test teams to confirm that any result on feline
coronavirus would be representative of the results achieved
on the pandemic strain, if it was tested, and that they are
repeatable by other laboratories.

carnival and carnival blackout
C O R O N A S A F E FA B R I C S

for roller, vertical and panel blinds
Choose Louvolite CoronaSafe ™ fabric. Contact your local Louvolite retailer.

